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1. Navigating the menu - Workspace

Opens Analysis 
Workspace for creating 

Analytics projects. 
(covered in AA training 

303)



1. Navigating the menu - Reports

Opens Reports & 
Analytics, where you 

can run pre-built 
reports. (covered in AA 

training 302)



1. Navigating the menu - Components

Opens Analytics 
features like Segments 

(covered in AA training 
304) and Calculated 

Metrics (covered in AA 
training 306).



1. Navigating the menu - Tools

Provides access to 
advanced Adobe 

Analytics tools. (You 
should not need to use 

this).



1. Navigating the menu - Admin

Opens Admin Tools for 
Analytics 

Administrators (You 
should not need to use 

this).



● Project - A report in Analysis Workspace.

● Date Range - The date range of a specific project (e.g. past 30 days).

● Report Suite - The website, or group of sites, used for reporting. 

● Metrics - Quantitative data used in reporting (e.g. # of unique visitors).

● Dimensions - Groupings of non-numeric data used in reporting (e.g. page name).

● Segment - A filter that can be applied to your website data (e.g. audience segments).

2.  Intro to basic terminology



A report in Analysis Workspace.

Project

Click to create a new 
project in Workspace.

List of your 
existing projects 

in Workspace.

View who 
created the 

project.

Shows when the 
project was last 

modified.

Shows projects 
that have been 

shared with you.



The date range of a specific project.

Date Range

Simply click to modify 
the data range. 

You can select dates on 
the calendar, or choose 

a preset. Then click 
Apply.



Term used for a single website, or group of websites, which you can select for 
reporting. 

Report Suite

Shows the report suite.

A benefit of using 
Adobe Analytics is the 

ability to use Cru’s 
‘Global Report Suite’.  

The Global Report 
Suite compiles data 

across all sites within 
Adobe Analytics.



Quantitative information 
about visitor activity, such as 
Views, Average Time spent, 
etc. Metrics are the 
foundation of reports. 

Metrics
You can also create 
your own metrics 

(covered in AA training 
306).

Shows key ‘out of the 
box’ metrics.

Click to view 
Metrics  in 

Workspace.



Groupings of metric data that 
can be viewed, broken down 
and compared in a report. 
Dimensions allow you to 
analyze and compare nearly 
anything. 

Dimensions

Shows key ‘out of the 
box’ dimensions.

Click to view 
Metrics  in 

Workspace.



A filter that can be applied to 
website data such as audience 
segments. 

Segments
You can also create 
your own segments 

(covered in AA training 
304).

Click to view 
Segments  in 
Workspace.

Shows available 
segments. (For more 
information, see AA 

training 304).



3. Getting started: types of metrics

Traffic Metrics
Shows data about 

page views, visits and 
unique visitors.

Conversion Metrics
Shows data about 
success events or 

actions that you want 
users to take on your 

website.

Video Metrics
Shows data about  

video metrics, 
including total views, 

time spent, and 
completion rates.



3. Getting started: frequently used metrics



4.  Getting started: frequently used dimensions

Countries
Language (browser)

Entry page
Exit page

Page/Screen Name
Page URL

Server
Devices

Browser Type
Referrer Type

Campaigns



Complete!

 Questions?   
dps-growthsolutions@cru.org
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